This is an introduction to quantum monadology. First, questions and observations are presented that would lead us to the idea of quantum monadology. Then, the world where we live is pictured as a monadistic system in a series of short but condensed statements without mathematics. You can find here the essence of quantum monadology.
Preparatory thinking to quantum monadology
The primary purpose of quantum monadology is to present a world model in which conflicts between matter (as described by physics) and consciousness (as our internal experience) are thoroughly resolved. There are some observations and questions which lead us to quantum monadology.
What produces human activities?
Social and cultural phenomena are different from material phenomena in that they have meanings, which are produced by the interpretation through consciousness. From the point of view of reductionism, social and cultural phenomena should be described by the language of physics, that is, quantum theory and relativity theory, since they are produced by human activities, and human activities are created by brain, which is "material" and ultimately governed by quantum mechanics and relativity principle. Who can negate this assertion? Someone claims that in complex systems such as human brain something new appears which is not exists in the basic level of physics. This claim is approximately right in quantitative problems as we can see many examples in statistical mechanics. However, it fails in the qualitative problem, existence of consciousness, even in an approximate sense. No matter how complex a material system becomes, it cannot have consciousness so long as it is described as a material system.
The case of gravity is suggestive. Gravity appears in a macroscopic physics, whereas it does not appear usually in textbooks of microscopic physics. However, it is not true that gravity does not exist in a microscopic level. It exists even in a microscopic level, though it is so small to detect in the interaction between elementary particles. Similarly, if you admit that consciousness exists in complex systems, you should admit that it exits even in simple systems in a "small" form.
It is possible to put gravity into microscopic physics, because it is a problem of quantity. However, consciousness cannot be treated in a similar way such as introduction of a new interaction term. We need quite new methods and ideas for consciousness to be put into physics.
Does matter have an inside?
Consciousness is internal experience. We can experience consciousness through introspection, but cannot observe it externally. When we dissect the brain, we will see only material systems such as neurons, microtubes, proteins, molecules and so on. What is the experience of consciousness or the direct experience of colors, sounds, smells, pains and so on? If these are material phenomena, then matter must have interior, because we are able to experience these only from the inside of the brain matter, where "the inside" does not mean spatial concept such as "the inside of the skull" but something that cannot be explained as material systems. What is the interior of matter?
Physics does not have the concept of inside or interior of matter and cannot explain the interior-exterior mystery of consciousness.
Does physics allow the indeterminism by volition?
Consciousness is not only passive in receiving senses but also active in giving indeterministic effects to the material world. This effect occurs with the flowing time and propagates in the future but not in the past. However, physics does not accept the indeterministic effects due to volition nor asymmetry between past and future, because there is the deterministic and time reversible law of change of material states at the basic level of physics.
Origin of contradictions
The author thinks that these contradictions originate not from physical theories themselves but from the world model in which physics should be interpreted. Modern physics says nothing about the world model, taking it to belong to metaphysics. But the world model is necessary for applying physical theories to actual phenomena, and physics introduces "tacitly" the classical world model that consists of space-time and matter in it.
Physics justifies itself by taking the strategy that physics concerns only what are measured objectively by measuring apparatuses and says nothing about what are not measured objectively. Consciousness is experienced internally and not observed externally, being out of the range of physics. Space-time concept is used only for describing deterministic law of change of material states and causes no difficulties in the "proper area" of physics. The author thinks that this strategy has been useful in developing physics without contamination by so-called occultism or mysticism, but that it is too strong a restriction on physics and narrows the possibilities of physics. By the use of a carefully-made world model, physics can possess a wide range of applicability while keeping its brilliant success that has been achieved so far.
Similarity between traffic of cars and motion of quantum particles.
Analogical thinking is worthwhile in creating a new world model. First we notice the similarity between traffic of cars and motion of quantum particles.
Consider many cars running on a road. The distances between cars vary smaller or larger as cars are running, but normally they do not collide with each other except for rare accidents. Observing such phenomena, physicists may consider that there is a repulsive force between cars and they may succeed in explaining average motions of cars. However, this force assumption would fail in describing the motion of individual cars. The motion of a car is determined by the mind of the driver. Decisions of the driver depend on the memory of the past and the prediction of the future and are not directly affected by those of the other drivers. We find a similar situation in quantum physics. The behavior of a particle is affected by the wave function belonging to the particle and not by the wave functions of the other particles. If we consider that wave functions represent internal images in quantum particles, then we would well understand the mysterious behavior of quantum particles.
Each driver has his image of the motion of his car and surrounding ones, which, normally, is correspondent to those of other drivers, that is, there is harmony among driver's internal images. In this case, the cars run smoothly. However, if the correspondence is broken, then it may cause accidents. Not physical law of motion of cars but correspondent images of drivers produce the harmonized external world, the smooth motion of the whole cars. Expending the "internal images with harmony" assumption to the basic level of physics, we will get to "Quantum Monadology".
Cyber-world on Internet
In a computer game through Internet, each player battles in a battlefield that his computer produces. The battlefields of different players are correspondent to each other by the communication through Internet, and players feel themselves to be playing in a common battlefield, which does not exist anywhere.
Similar thinking can be adaptable to social phenomena, such as nation. People live in a nation, but what is nation? Nation exists in individual mind of the members to the nation. The members have a common image of the nation, then the nation exists. If people appear who do not shear the common image of the nation, the people will be excluded or inversely the nation will be destroyed. We can see such phenomena everywhere in the earth. These phenomena can be understood as a whole-individual or exterior-interior reflection mechanism. When the mechanism works well, the system exists safely; otherwise it may cease to exist. Quantum monadology realizes this idea of reflection mechanism on the basic level of physics.
Whole-individual reflection and hierarchy of monadistic structures
The whole-individual reflection means that the internal images of the whole in respective individuals determine the whole and inversely the whole reflects into individual's internal worlds, in other word, the preestablished harmony in the Leibnizian philosophy, monadology.
The whole-individual reflection provides an integration mechanism of individuals, which is different from the averaging processes of statistical mechanics. The integration mechanism by the whole-individual reflection produces a simulative monadistic structure having whole-individual reflection scheme in a higher level, which is iterated to make a hierarchy of monadistic structures each of which has its own semantic system, whereas statistical mechanics produces a microscopic-macroscopic hierarchy of matter by averaging out varieties of individuals. In this way, the quantum structure on the basic physical level is inherited into the systems in a human level. In other word, the first origin of the whole-individual reflection scheme is in the ultimate basic level of physics of quantum mechanics and relativity.
Picture of the monadistic world
The world where we exist is pictured as a monadistic world. The following numbered statements should be read as axioms, theorems, definitions, or important descriptions. Supplementary explanations are inserted between numbered statements.
Monads

<1> The world consists of one kind of entities, which are called monads.
There are nothing other than monads, no common space in which monads are located, and no common time axis on which the now of each monad is located. "One kind of" means that monads are distinguishable from each other, but they have the same nature and the same possibility, concrete meaning of which will be explained in the following statements.
Internal world <2> Each monad lives in its internal world (I-world).
Where a monad lives is called the "internal world" of the monad to distinguish from the world as the set of monads. Here, "internal" means to belong to the monad and not to the other monads, and "lives" means that the monad perceives and affects the internal world. Henceforth, the term I-world refers to "internal world". If we consider that the world of monads is real, then the I-world should be an image that each monad has. 
<3>
6c.For any three monads A, B and C, if a monad-image i in A corresponds to a monad-image j in B, and j in B corresponds to a monad-image k in C, then i in A corresponds to k in C.
6d.In this correspondence, the self-image in A corresponds to an other-monad in B.
From these conditions of consistency, it follows that: (1) the number of monad-images in the I-world is the same for all monads and is equal to the number of all the monads, (2) a unique entity-to-image correspondence is derived such that Ca i in A and i in A a j in B ⇒ C a j in B where A, B and C are monads, i and j are monads-images, and a stands for "corresponds to". In particular, A a self-image in A for any monad A.
This image-to-image or entity-to-image correspondence serves as a basis on which various higher-level correspondences among monads are derived later. In this sense it is called the basic correspondence among monads. In spite of the above statement <12>, results of interpretation among monads can be diverse depending on the diversity of internal states of monads and hence they are not necessarily consistent.
Volition and consciousness
The consistency of interpretation among monads means that, for any three monads A, B and C, a message i from A is interpreted as j by B, and a message j from B is interpreted as k by C, then i from A is interpreted as k by C.
State-change mechanism <13> Choice or interpretation made by a monad causes change of the internal state of the monad. The mechanism Choice or interpretation a change of internal state is deterministic and is the same for all the monads.
The interpretation mechanism and the state-change mechanism are deterministic, and only the choosing actions by monads bring indeterminism into the rules of state change. The direct change of state due to the volitional choice by a monad occurs on the part relating to the self-image, and then it propagates to the other part of the internal state by deterministic laws or physical laws. Messaging process between monads is not physical and cannot be described by physics. 
Cycles of state change and time
<15> There is no deterministic rule to fix which of the monads to make volitional action in a cycle of state change, but there is a tendency (or probability) proportional to the "appetite", a quantity determined by the internal state.
A monad with a strong appetite has a greater responsibility for the promotion of time than a monad with a weak appetite.
Harmony
Let V be the set of all the monad-images that a monad has. The permutations over V make a (mathematical) group called a symmetric group and denoted by S(V).
Since the internal state includes and depends on V, a permutation r ∈ S(V) induces a transformation R(r) over the set of all possible values of the internal state. The mapping R : r a R(r) preserves the group theoretic structure of S(V), and is called a representation of the group S(V) (in mathematical terminology).
If a structure or a quantity associated with the internal state is invariant (or covariant) under the transformation by R(r) for all r, then the structure or the quantity is said to have a symmetry of R.
<16> There is a representation R of S(V)
of which the monadistic structure explained so far has a symmetry. This symmetry guarantees that monad-images are equivalent to each other except the self-image, and that the view of the internal state is simular to that of the self-image replaced with other one.
For any two monads A and B, if the internal state of A is transformed to that of B by R(r) of the image-to-image correspondence r from A to B, then the world is said to have harmony (of R). If the world has harmony, the respective I-worlds of monads are transformable to each other, and hence they can be interpreted as views of a common world from respective viewpoints of monads.
Henceforth, the term C-world refers to "common world". It should be noted that the C-world does not exist anywhere in the monadistic world, and it is just a virtual and supposed one, while I-worlds exist in respective monads. A monad with a null state is called a null monad, and a monad with an active state an active monad. From the above statement <18>, an active monad can become a null monad, while a null monad remains a null monad. (Though the author does not deny the possibility of introducing a process in which a null monad wakes up to an active monad in same restricted situation, which will be considered in future.)
Null monads and active monads
The above definition of harmony is weakened. For any two active monads A and B, if the internal state of A is transformed to that of B by R(r) of the image-to-image correspondence r from A to B, then the world is said to have weak harrmony (of R).
If the world has weak harmony, an active monad remains in an active state even if the change of state is caused by another active monad, and moreover, we have the following theorem.
<19> (Theorem) If the world has weak
harmony before a state-change cycle, then it has weak harmony with the same set of active monads after the cycle. This theorem follows from the statements <16> and <18>. From this theorem, we know that if weak harmony has established once, then it lasts forever.
In the same way as in the case of complete harmony, if the world has weak harmony, then it is possible to interpret that the active monads share a common world (C-world) and respective I-worlds of active monads are views of the C-world from respective viewpoints. In the case of weak harmony, however, the C-world is not shared by null monads.
In the C-world or I-worlds of active monads, the images of null monads appear as inertial objects which do not cause volitional actions and may be interpreted as material, whereas images of active monads appear as life.
If the world is divided into two parts M 1 and M 2 such that monads belonging to M 1 have local harmony (or have correspondence of internal states to each other within M 1 ) and also monads belonging to M 2 have local harmony within M 2 but there are no consistent correspondences between M 1 and M 2 , then, in the process of state change, either of the two parts reduces to a crowd of null monads, and weak harmony of the world is achieved. Which part services is the problem of probability. If the total appetite of monads in M 1 is larger than that of M 2 , then M 1 will survive with a larger probability than M 2 .
<20>
The world achieves weak harmony by the repitition of competition between locally harmonic groups of monads mentioned above. Hereafter, "harmony" means "weak harmony". Through the repetition of the locally harmonizing processes, a hierarchy of similar monadistic structures is produced on the basic monadistic structure after the basic harmony is achieve, which includes the human-level monadistic structures. This is the reason that analogical thinking with human-level monadology is useful in developing the theory of quantum monadology. In order to be specific in this statement, we need a lot of technical terms of mathematics and physics, and it is explained only in outline here.
The index set V of monad-images can be taken as any finite set with an element specified as the self-image V self . The internal world of a monad is described by a quantum state and Lorentz frames associated with the monad-images. Hence the set of states is given by the direct product of a Hilbert space H and inhomogeneous Lorentz groups associated with monad-images. The σ -complete orthomodular lattice of all possible choice-items is defined by the set of projections on H.
The set V is decomposed into two subsets {V self } and V other =V-{V self }. The quantum state of a monad is also decomposed into the tensor product of the self part and the other part, and the self-other coupling of the quantum state defines the list of choice-items for the quantum state. The choosing action by monads appears as quantum reduction process of the self-other coupled state. The preferability is related to the reduction probability. The change of state is given by this reduction process followed by the unitary automatic change and inhomogeneous change of Lorentz frames associated with monad-images. The interpretation mechanism is specified by transformations of Lorentz frames associated with self-other conversion of monad-images. Finally, the appetite is measured by the entropy of distribution of preferability over the choice-item set for each quantum state. A monad enhanced by supporting monads can be realized by quantum correlations on the basic level and by similar functions on higher levels (such as neuro-networks).
Consciousness of a monad is also enhanced, for which we need infinite degree of freedom of quantum fields as appearing in quantum brain dynamics (QBD). (As for QBD, see reviews and discussions by Gordon, Jibu and Yasue, and Vitiello in the book "Brain and Beeing" (Nakagomi, 2004) The enhancement mechanism plays an important role in the synthesizing process mentioned in the statement <22>. Roughly speaking, a higher-level monadistic structure is produced when a set of enhanced monads has local harmony of certain symmetry and the group of supporting monads of each enhanced monad has local harmony of another symmetry.
Concluding remaks
In order to give a complete description of quantum monadology, we need mathematics, in particular, for the precise characterization of the relationship between symmetries and harmony, and for the formulation of the basic level of quantum monadoloy into which quantum theory and relativity theory are integrated. Since these physical theories are highly mathematical, the framework of monadology into which they are put must be highly mathematical rather than philosophical statements.
The mathematical formulation of quantum monadology was first published in 1992 (Nakagomi, 1992) , and it was improved many times and published in various occasions including the papers listed in References (Nakagomi, 1992; 2004) . Mathematical works divided into two parts. The first discusses the general structure of quantum monadology without specifying concrete physics, which is called NL world (cf. Nakagomi, 2003) . The second is concerned with the basic-level quantum monadology as a realization of the NL world scheme by use of contemporary physics (cf. Nakagomi, 1992; 1995; 1998; 2003a; 2003b; 2004) . Both ware already included in the first paper, but they are now in developing, and will be published in this journal or other eventually if possible. Also, the author will continues to develop conceptual or illustrative descriptions of quantum monadology, which, in particular, is useful to reveal the monadistic structure of what are considered to be on higher levels of the monadistic hierarchy found in biological, human or cyber systems.
